Security and Compliance

Security breaches and the demand of regulatory policies make compliance and quickly addressing security vulnerabilities harder than ever before.

Organizations are faced with:

• Ensuring policies are rolled out quickly across complex environments to mitigate risk of security incidents or a breach.
• Enforcing policies throughout ever-changing infrastructure that is managed by many teams.
• Managing a costly and time-consuming process to meet audit requirements as well as fees associated with failed audits.

Puppet Enterprise helps reduce the risks associated with security misconfigurations and failed audits by continually enforcing your security policies and proving compliance. Unlike other solutions that require separate tools and custom scripts to deploy, monitor, remediate, and report on policies, Puppet Enterprise combines all these into one solution.

78% of companies aren’t confident managing risk.

1 in 3 firms spend at least a whole day every week analyzing regulatory change.

Learn more at puppet.com
Define and deploy policies across all systems

Define your security configuration policies as the ideal state every configuration should be in. With Puppet’s unique declarative approach, you can focus on the specific security and compliance requirements needed for your systems, not all the steps required to get there. Also, with Puppet’s easy-to-read language and a library of thousands of modules in the Puppet Forge, you can start defining security policies quickly.

Continuously monitor and remediate drift

Puppet Node Management makes it easy to group and manage large numbers of frequently changing systems. The rules-based node classifier groups nodes based on key characteristics, giving you a powerful and scalable way to automate classification of your nodes.

Gain visibility to prove compliance

Avoid surprises with full traceability and reporting. Prove compliance and meet audit requirements with out-of-the-box and customizable reports that show the state and history of your infrastructure.
Why Puppet?

Thousands of companies rely on Puppet to manage their infrastructure and applications, including:

- **98%** compliance achieved through its use of Puppet Enterprise.
- **200x** faster provisioning of servers and pushing out security configurations.
- **100%** continually enforce compliance with PCI standards.

To learn more, [click here.](#)